The use of consensus scoring in ligand-based virtual screening.
A new consensus approach has been developed for ligand-based virtual screening. It involves combining highly disparate properties in order to improve performance in virtual screening. The properties include structural, 2D pharmacophore and property-based fingerprints, scores derived using BCUT descriptors, and 3D pharmacophore approaches. Different approaches for the combination of all or some of these methods have been tested. Logistic regression and sum ranks were found to be the most advantageous in different pharmaceutical applications. The three major reasons consensus scoring appears to enrich data sets better than single scoring functions are (1) using multiple scoring functions is similar to repeated samplings, in which case the mean is closer to the true value than any single value, (2) due to the better clustering of actives, multiple sampling will recover more actives than inactives, and (3) different methods seem to agree more on the ranking of the actives than on the inactives. Furthermore, consensus results are not only better but are also more consistent across receptor systems.